THE CREATIVITY & INNOVATION
OF THE NEXUS HAND
Often, after the initial excitement of a new device, frustrations
with limited functionality and lengthy repair processes result
in a prosthesis being rejected. The Nexus Hand, along with its
connected COVVI Go App, aims to tackle usability, repairability,
customisation and aesthetic appeal of upper limb prostheses.

The Nexus Hand
The Nexus Hand is the first to:
• have an e-paper screen, allowing users to easily see battery
life, system notifications and which grip they’re in.
• use Force Sensitive Finger Tips as a method of grip selection,
as well as Thumb Tap (particularly useful for bilateral amputees).
• use Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) for enhanced
customisation and updating.
The integrated flex wrist is the lowest profile on the market with
a single locking button mechanism, and it has a wider variety
of grip patterns and ways to switch from one to the other, while
its grip-mapping capabilities allow the user and clinician to input
custom-made gesturing into the device ensuring much greater
usability.

COVVI Go
Through the COVVI Go App and web portal, users and clinicians
can personalise settings like never before. Specific features
include:
• Remote access to the ‘Live Config’ of any hand, anywhere, at any
time via the cloud; enabling the COVVI technical support team
to distribute any updates or developments instantaneously to
any user globally.
• Restorable backups of a configuration saved to the cloud,
enabling greater experimentation with set-ups and access on
multiple devices.
• Input graphs where users can adjust their thresholds, amplifying
weaker signals so that the hand still operates at full speed.
• Monthly/quarterly firmware updates with all new features,
grips and capabilities, rather than the industry-standard yearly
manual service.
• Multi-lingual versions allow clinicians outside of the UK/US to
access ongoing support in real time and in a language they
understand.

Six UK Patents
Nexus by COVVI has been granted six UK patents relating to six
different technically innovative aspects of the hand and it has the
corresponding patent applications granted or pending in the US
and Europe.
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